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Abstract  

 

Cuprous oxide (CuO)-based solar  cells were fabricated on  ITO and glass surface conductive 

at one side  by a spray payarolaysis  and sol Gel  coating method. The microstructure and cell 

performance of the solar cells with the CuO structure was investigated. A photovoltaic device 

based on an ITO/CuO junction structure fabricated by the  sol Gel  and spin-coating method 

provided short-circuit current density of 0.15 mAcm and 0.020 mAcm . With open circuit 

voltage of 0.04 V and 0.07V under illumination of 100 mwatt.  The particle size in the 

synthesis of material is 89nm by hydrothermal and  23 nm  with the Sol Gel synthesis The 

crystal structure of the CuO active layer was examined by using X-ray diffraction. The 

energy levels enhancement of the present solar cells with the efficiency but at lower cost is 

targeted.  
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1. Introduction  

 

Availability of affordable readily available energy has enabled enormous growth of human 

civilisation development in the world. With growth low accelerating countries demands on 

energy sources and infrastructure are being put more pressure and stretched to new limits on 

the resources. Additional energy issues push towards renewable resources utilization with 

reduced greenhouse gas emissions and energy security affected by the uneven distribution of 

energy resources around the globe. Together, these issues present a field of opportunity for 

innovations to address energy challenges throughout the world and all along the energy flow 

[1]. Photovoltaics (PV) are an important energy technology for many reasons. As a solar 

energy technology, it has numerous environmental benefits. As a domestic source of 

electricity, it contributes to the nation's energy security. As a relatively young, high-tech 

industry, it helps to create jobs and strengthen the economy. As it costs increasingly less to 

produce and use, it becomes more affordable and available [1]. Few power-generation 

technologies have as little impact on the environment as photovoltaics. As it quietly generates 

electricity from light, PV produces no air pollution or hazardous waste. It does not require 

liquid or gaseous fuels to be transported or combusted. In addition, because its energy source 

- sunlight – is free and abundant, PV systems can guarantee access to electric power. PV frees 
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us from the cost and uncertainties surrounding energy supplies from politically volatile 

regions. In addition to reducing our trade deficit, a robust domestic PV industry creates new 

jobs and strengthens the world economy. Photovoltaics is about to celebrate 50 years of its 

modern era. Solar cell technology becomes one of the prominent solutions for future energy 

resources have been progressed recently. Silicon is used as the semiconductor material for 

conventional solar cells, and the cost reduction of the solar cells is one of the most important 

issues [2].  

 
Figure 1:  Solar photon conversation 

 

Solar photons convert naturally into three forms of energy electricity, chemical fuel, and heat 

that link seamlessly with existing energy chains. Despite the enormous energy flux supplied 

by the Sun, the three conversion routes supply only a tiny fraction of our current and future 

energy needs. Solar electricity, at between 5 and 10 times the cost of electricity from fossil 

fuels, supplies just 0.015% of the world's electricity demand. Solar fuel, in the form of 

biomass, accounts for approximately 11 % of world fuel use, but the majority of that is 

harvested unjustifiably. Solar heat provides 0.3% of the energy used for heating space and 

water. It is anticipated that by the year 2030 the world demand for electricity will double and 

the demands for fuel and heat will increase by 60%, The utilization gap between solar 

energy's potential and our use of if can be overcome by raising the efficiency of the 

conversion processes, which are all well below their theoretical limits[4]. 

 

 
 

 

Cuprous oxide (CuO) is a well-known p-type semiconductor with a direct band gap of 2.0 

eV. Cu2O thin films have high optical transmittance at wavelengths above 600 nm with a 

slightly yellowish appearance and a high optical absorption coefficient at the wavelengths 

below. Cu2O in thin-film form is an attractive material for many device applications because 

of its p-type semi-conductivity, high absorption coefficient, abundant availability, non-toxic 

nature, and low production cost. Cu2O thin films find diverse applications in oxygen and 

humidity sensors, electro chromic devices [4], and photovoltaic devices such as thin-film 
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hetero-junction solar cells [5-9]. CuO thin films can be prepared by various techniques such 

as activated reactive evaporation [10], thermal oxidation [68], vacuum evaporation [12], 

chemical vapour deposition [13], sol–gel process [14,15], electro-deposition [16], and 

sputtering [17-20]. Among these deposition techniques, direct-current (dc) reactive 

magnetron sputtering is one of the best techniques for preparation of Cu2O thin films due to 

the advantages of high deposition rates, excellent uniformity over large area substrates, and 

good controllability on the chemical composition and the physical properties of sputter but 

still we try with the Sol-Gel and spray pyrolysis method.  

 

2. Literature review 

 

Cu oxides such as CuO and CuO are one of the candidate materials.  The first Cuo based 

solar cell is fabricated in the thick film environment in 1954 by BEL Lab USA, and  Air force 

Research  centre, USA with the efficiency of 6%. The upcoming benchmark in the 

photovoltaic development is as, 

• 1839 Becquerel (FR) discovered photo-galvanic effect in liquid electrolytes  

• 1873 Smith (UK) discovered photoconductivity of solid Se  

• 1877 Adams and Day (UK) discover photo-generation of current in Se tubes; the first 

observation of PV effect in solids 

• 1883 Fritts (US) makes first large area solar cell using Se film  

• 1954 First 6% efficient solar cells reported: Si (Bell Lab, USA) and Cu2S/CdS (Air Force, 

USA)  

• 1955 Hoffman Electronics (USA) offers 2% efficient Si PV cells at $1500/W  

• 1958 NASA Vanguard satellite with Si backup solar array  

• 1959 Hoffman Electronics (USA) offers 10% efficient Si PV cells  

• 1963 Sharp Corp (JP) produces first commercial Si modules  

• 1966 NASA Orbiting Astronomical Observatory launched with 1 kW array  

• 1970 First GaAs hetero-structure solar cells by Alfaro, Andreev et al. in the  USSR  

• 1972 First PV conference to include a session on terrestrial applications  IEEE)  

• 1973 A big year in photovoltaic: World„s first solar powered residence (University of 

Delaware, USA) built with CuS solar modules 

• 1974 Project Sunshine initiated in Japan to foster growth of PV industry and  applications; 

Tyco (USA) grows 2.5 cm wide Si ribbon for photovoltaic‟s, first alternative to Si wafers  

• 1975 First book dedicated to PV science and technology by Hovel (USA)  

• 1980 First thin-film solar cell >10% using CuS/CdS (USA)  

• 1981 350 kW Concentrator array installed in Saudi Arabia  

• 1982 First 1 MW utility scale PV power plant (CA, USA) with Arco Si modules on 2-axis 

trackers  

• 1984 6 MW array installed in Carrisa Plains CA, USA [24]  

• 1985 A big year for high-efficiency Si solar cells: Si solar cell >20% under standard 

sunlight (UNSW, Australia) [19] and >25% under 200X concentration (Stanford Univ. USA) 

[26]  

• 1986 First commercial thin-film power module, the a-Si G4000 from Arco Solar (USA)   

• 1987 Fourteen solar powered cars complete the 3200 km World Solar Challenge race 

(Australia) with the winner averaging 70 kph  

• 1994 GaInP/GaAs 2-terminal concentrator multi-junction >30% (NREL, USA) [27]   

• 1995 ―1000 roofs‖ German demonstration project to install photovoltaic on houses, which 

triggered the present favorable PV legislation in Germany, Japan and other countries  
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• 1996 Photo electrochemical dye-sensitized‖ solid/liquid cell achieves 11% (EPFL,  

switzerland) [28]   

• 1997 Worldwide PV production reaches 100 MW per year  

• 1998 Cu(InGa)Se  thin-film solar cell reaches 19% efficiency (NREL, US) [29] comparable 

with multi-crystalline Si. First concentrating array for space launched on Deep Space 1 by US 

(5 kW using high efficiency GaInP/GaAs/Ge triple junction cells)  

• 1999 Cumulative worldwide installed photovoltaic reaches 1000 MW  

• 2000 Olympics in Australia highlight wide range of PV applications, and the awarding of 

the first Bachelor of Engineering degrees in Photovoltaic and Solar Engineering (UNSW, 

Australia)  

• 2002 Cumulative worldwide installed photovoltaic reaches 2000 MW.  

 

The features of copper oxide semiconductors are high optical absorption and nontoxic and 

low cost fabrication reported by the Olsen, Bohara & Urie, 1997and Herion, Niekisch & 

Schari, 1980. CuO and Cu2 O are p-type semiconductors with band gaps of ~1.45 eV and 

~2.0 eV, respectively, which are close to the ideal energy gap for solar cells and allows for 

good solar spectral absorption due to these direct band gap. The highest efficiency of ~2% for 

Cu2 O solar cells has been obtained by using the high-temperature annealing method and an 

expensive vacuum evaporation technique (Mittiga et al., 2006). Efficient heterojunction solar 

cells with p-Cu22O and n-ZnO fabricated by electro-deposition and photochemical 

deposition methods have been investigated and reported (Izaki et al., 2006; Izaki et al., 2007).  

The solar cell on temperature dependent fabricate and characterize solar cells with CuO/C  

structures. Fullerene is a good electron acceptor, and has been used as the n- type 

semiconductor active layer for organic cells (Jeong et al., 2007; Takeda et al., 2009). 

Crystalline silicon is a semiconductor material with a bandgap of 1.1 eV. Because of the 

indirect bandgap character of silicon for photons with energy lower than 3.4 eV, it is clearly 

not an ideal material for thin-film solar cells. 

Recently also carbon came into the picture as candidate material for thin-film solar cells, with 

first results being reported boron doped diamond-like carbon [21] and fullerene films [22].  

The typically low charge-carrier and exaction mobility require the active absorber layer 

thickness to be less than 100 nm. This thickness is sufficient to absorb most of the incident 

solar photons if light trapping is used, although the low refractive index calls for adapted 

approaches. 

 

3.  Experimental procedures  

 

3.6 g of copper acetate and 20 g of polyamine were introduced in 50 g of 1-heptanol. The 

solution was heated at 80 °C for 3 hours. Then, a hot 1-heptanol solution containing 1.75 g of 

NaOH is added. After 3h of reaction, the solution was cooled down to 25°C. Throughout the 

process, the reaction system was subjected to mechanical stirring. At the end of the reaction, 

the particles were collected by centrifugation and washed several times with a mixture of 

toluene and methanol. Finally, CuO particles were dispersed in toluene.  A thin layer of 

polyethylenedioxythiophene doped with polystyrene-sulfonic acid (PEDOT:PSS) (Sigma 

Aldrich) Was  gel  and spin-coated at 3000 rpm on pre-cleaned indium tin oxide (ITO) and 

conductive  glass plates  with the resistivity 15 and  10 Ω/cm
2
. After annealing at 70 °C for 

30 min in N at 40 °C for 60 min, CuO layer was spin-coated at 4000 rpm. After annealing 

layer was spin-coated at 2000 rpm. After annealing at 100 °C for 30 min in N 260 

atmosphere, aluminium (Al) metal contacts with a thickness of ~100 nm were deposited as 

top electrodes by using vacuum evaporation, and annealed at 140 °C for 20 min in N 
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atmosphere. The solar cells were fabricated as a stacking structure of 

ITO/PEDOT:PSS/CuO/C602 /Al. Schematic illustration of the present solar cells is shown in 

Fig. 3. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: CuO/Cu2O structure and Cu/Cu2O/Ti2O structure 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4:  XRD of CuO original and rectified 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5: SEM and EDX result 
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Figure 6:  UV absorption spectra 

 

4. Result  

At the room temperature, we have obtained Cu2O phase, but copper or copper oxide CuO is 

also present. These films have electrons (n-type) conduction.  Film deposition on heated at 

200°C substrate have higher crystal structure and P-type conductivity as have to be in CuO 

semiconductor. Increasing temperature Cu2O <111> and CuO <200> peaks increase while 

Cu peak <100> decrease significantly.   The thin films of copper oxide deposited at room 

temperature have very low resistivity.  The current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics of the 

solar cells were measured both in the dark and under illumination at 100 mW/cm by using an 

solar simulator provided by IIT  Bombay and NCPRE –IITB Bombay. The solar cells were 

illuminated through the side of the ITO substrates, and the illuminated area measured 

0.15cm
2
. Optical absorption of the solar cells was investigated by means of UV-visible 

spectroscopy. The crystal structures, phases and crystallite sizes of the copper oxide thin film 

were  investigated by wide X-ray diffractometer  with CuKα radiation operating at 10 kV and 

40 mA. A solar cell with a CuO/Cu2O structure provided power conversion efficiency (η) of 

1.8×10
-6

 
 
 %, fill factor  FF) of  0.25,  short-circuit current density (J sc ) of 0.18×10

-3  
 

mAcm
-2

, 0.20×10
-3 

mAcm
-2

  and open-circuit voltage   of 0.04 V and 0.07V. The 

photocurrent was observed under illumination and structure showed characteristic curves 

with short-circuit current and open-circuit voltage  measured optical absorption of thin films. 

The heterojunction and bulk  heterojunction solar cells were denoted as CuO/C  and CuO:C , 

respectively. Individual CuO and C thin films were also measured. The CuO/C structure 

shows high optical absorption in the range of 400 nm and 800 nm.   

 

The Cu/CuO/Cu structure do not show sensitivity to visible light. The structure does not 

show diode behavior. The possible reason is that wrong combination of metal semiconductor 

was used.  It has been obtained Cu/Cu2O/TiO /Au solid thin film photovoltaic elements by 

DC magnetron reactive sputtering. This thin film structures are sensitive to light. The specific 

power of these samples is in two orders higher than in thermal‖ oxidized electrolyte solar 

elements. Photovoltaic performance of these structure is strongly depends on deposition 

temperature and front electrode shape.  

 

5. Conclusion  

Thin-film technology is one of the candidates to take over from Si technology. There are 

many technological options regarding thin-film materials and methods of deposition but their 

primary claim to the throne currently occupied by Si is that they can be ultimately produced 

at much lower cost.  Copper oxide is a good candidate for low cost photovoltaic element. It is 

non toxic and has high abortion in visible spectra of light. In order to improve its 

performance, doping methods and component for hetero- or homojunction have to be studied 
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in new technical developments and user applications. Nations which encourage photovoltaic 

will be leaders in this shining new technology, leading the way to a cleaner, more equitable 

twenty-first century, while those that ignore or suppress photovoltaic will be left behind in 

the green, economic energy revolution. 
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